
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL 

In the Matter of 
POWERTECH, INC. 
(In Situ Leach Facility, Dewey-Burdock, SD) 

Docket No. ____ _ 
License SUA-__ _ 

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA ) 
) SS: 

COUNTY OF FALL RIVER ) 

AFFIDAVIT OF SUSAN HENDERSON 

I, Susan Henderson, hereby state as follows: 

1. I make this affidavit in connection with a Petition to Intervene in the Application 
ofPowertech, USA, d/b/a Powertech (a Canadian corporation), aIkIa The Dewey
Burdock Project concerning in situ leach uranium mine near Edgemont, South Dakota 
(the "Mine"). 

2. I have authorized attorneys Bruce Ellison and David Frankel and the other 
attorneys working with the Clean Water Alliance to represent me in this matter. I am 
fully familiar with the facts stated in this affidavit, and where opinions are expressed, I 
am competent to state such opinions based on my training, knowledge, experience and 
expertise. If sworn as a witness, I am competent to testify to the contents of this affidavit. 

/6 S""6.,., 
3. My address is 11~07 Hwy 471, Edgemont, SD 57735, which is also the place of 
my ranching business, in the western part of Fall River County. 

,J., 
4. I am the sole heiress to and owner of the 8,160 acre deed'Dora R. Henderson 
Ranch (Estate) operator of a substantial scale cattle business run on that land1#-.. I primarily 
use well water from the Lakota Sandstone aquifer for my residence and fo(~i!ttle .., 
operation. I also buy water for livestock use which comes from the Madison aquifer. 
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5. There is further a deep-sourced spring on my ranch from which I also draw 
water. It is from my years of experience with utilizing this water source that I understand 
it to be affected by local and other underground water sources in the area. 

6. If any of these water sources becomes contaminated from Powertech's proposed 
mining operation in the Dewey-Burdock area of Fall River County, due to underground 
excursions or other means of contaminating the aquifers of the Inyan Kara formation, if 
not the Madison, it will put me out of business and therefore my livelihood; 

7. I served for 10 years as the Chairwoman of the Restoration Advisory Board for the 
Black Hills Army Depot cleanup (located at Igloo, SD). I also have served for 15 years as 
the Chair of the Igloo-Provo Water Project District. In these two capacities I have studied 
all sorts of government and corporate documents involving water quality, movement, 
toxicity, and the like. One of our issues has been whether the Army project has 
contaminate<bur local water supplies. There is no question that the activities of the Army~ . 

Ji' Cheyenne l3.., b~sin, Cottonwood Creek and the surrounding aquifers. Thus we already "'t,~ 
. have a seve'fe'ly1damaged watershed. 

8. It is my understanding from published scientific research studies that a portion of 
the Inyan Kara formation, the formation proposed to be mined by Powertech, like the 
Minnelusa below it and the Madison below that, flows first southwest from the proposed 
mining area and then flows eastward around the southern boundary of the Black Hills. 
This would include the area where I live and operate my ranching business in western Fall 
River County. 

9. I am also aware of studies indicating potential natural inter-mixing of aquifers 
from the mining areas due to fracturing in the rock, as well as fracturing causing such 
intermixing from the old and abandoned uranium mines in the same general area 
Powertech wants to do a massive in-situ mine. 

10. The 4,000 foot Madison well at Igloo is already showing increased levels of 
arsenic, radioactivity and other heavy metals. Since the U.S. Army insists that the Black 
Hills Army Depot was not a nuclear or atomic site, I feel that the increased levels of 
heavy radioactive metals and arsenic are from the older uranium mines in the area fuFm ~ lU 

the 1950s ~ begun to enter the aquifer. v 
) ,MJ) 4.a .. c( 

11. It is my understanding that there are 5,000 or so abandoned and improperly 
plugged exploration holes in the proposed mining area, as well as abandoned old uranium 
mines in the area. I am concerned that these older uranium mining and exploration 
proj ects, together with the fractured nature of the rock in the area are causing intermixing 
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and contamination of aquifer. I don't want this problem made worse by the huge mining 
operation proP9sed by Powertech. 

12. I expect the United States government and its agencies such as the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission to protect my air, and certainly my surface and ground water 
upon which I depend on for domestic and agrarian use of my land, from mining 
operations which may potentially pollute them. 

13. I am concerned about a foreign corporation coming into Fall River County to 
conduct mining operations which have a continuous history of contaminating water 
supplies and states, including in South Dakota. Our State, like our neighboring States, 
will likely continue to requiring unrealistically low bonds to be posted by the company, 
grossly insufficient cover the actual costs of whatever reclamation can actually be 
technologically accomplished when the mine shuts down. 

14. Radioactive contamination is essentially forever. We already know this from 
naturally existing leaching of radioactive materials into our water and increased 
contamination from uranium mining to this point. We already have too high a level of 
cancer and other related problems. Why would we want to risk making this situation 
worse by allowing this mining operation? 

15. The three major aquifers - the Madison, Minnelusa, Lakota - all support all our 
surrounding towns such as Edgemont, Provo, and Hot Springs. Ifwe contaminate the 
water supplies of these communities, it will be catastrophic as there is no other water 
supplies for these towns to continue to exist. ,ranches and the impact - tourism. You 
cannot run ranches without local towns to provide schools, banking and other local 
services. We will also no longer be a desirable place for tourists to come and enjoy our 
area and thereby promote and sustain local businesses. 

16. Large acreag& tlic land in the area leased by local ranch operations would be 
similarly impacted by any contamination of surface and subsurface water supplies. 

17. Since I live and conduct my cattle raising operation south, south-east of the 
proposed mining site, and am also concerned about the potential of air contamination 
from too typical winds from the northwest, particularly including Powertech's proposed 
mine site area. In the 1950's and 1960's, toxic air contamination from the Black Hills 
Depot resulted in some deaths in the area. Should there be radioactive air discharges 
from the mining area carried by the winds to the area of my ranch, I am concerned that 
surface water used by livestock and other animals will become contaminated over 
thousands of acres. 
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18. The local economic benefits from this proposed mining operation will be 
temporary and limited. They will be minor in comparison to the profits this foreign 
company will take out of the country and the risks it will leave to our entire way of life. 

19. I am concerned about this foreign corporation has its corporate headquarters 
and worldwide assets outside the United States. Thus, ultimate decisions about the 
operation of the proposed mine and any compliance with federal and state laws and 
regulations will be made by foreign based persons outside the jurisdiction of our federal 
and state regulatory agencies and courts, and therefore the laws designed to protect our 
water, air, and health. 

20. I am further concerned by my knowledge that the South Dakota Mining and Water 
Management Boards have recently changed the regulations which removed the 
requirement that any in-situ leach mining company to prove it could return ground water 
to its baseline conditions before it could get a mining permit. I am further concerned 
about the "reform" of these regulations which now only require this foreign company to 
do the best it can to restore water to pre-mining levels, which is not the same as returning 
to baseline and fails to protect my and our water supplies. My concern is increased by the 
knowledge that Powertech will have to seek a permanent exemption from the regulations 
and requirements of the federal Safe Drinking Water Act for the underground water at 
any moment located vertically below from the surface of its proposed 15,800 acre 
boundary mining operation. They wouldn't have to do this if existing technology and any 
amount of money could actually restore water to baseline levels and mine operation 
contamination ofthe underground water was not a health and safety issue. 

21. Why would we consider giving this foreign corporation a permanent exemption 
from the Safe Drinking Water Actwhich is designed to protect our water resources, when 
other corporate or domestic activities are barred from similar exemptions, as they should 
be? As part of my involvement in this challenge to Powertech's in-situ leach mining 
operation, I intend to challenge any application for a permanent aquifer exemption by 
EPA and the State of South Dakota of the company from the requirements of this Act. 

22. Foreign corporations like Powertech understand that our State environmental 
enforcement capacity is limited and poorly fmanced, resulting it our state being incapable 
of realistically monitoring and controlling such a mining operation so as to prevent 
destruction of our water supplies. Powertech is therefore coming here because think they 
can get by without strict enforcement of already weakened regulations and laws designed 
to protect our water, because our State agencies have a history of not been able to and 
appear likely to continue to be unable to realistically protect our water. 
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23. I have additional concerns from the standpoint of our local and national 
security interest. Not only do we have no control over who ultimately gets the uranium 
mined here once it is shipped out of the country, but it does not make sense to make 
yellowcake in a remote area such as ours, which borders three states. and where there are 
few law enforcement resources around. The reality of this situation means that we will 
have only minimal protection from local theft of yellowcake for terrorist purposes. There 
are those who would attack us with radioactive materials who would have too easy a time 
to acquire it from this proposed operation. . 

24. I therefore wish to be a Petitioner and be heard in Powertech's permit application 
to the NRC for a mining permit and anything having to do with the company's efforts to 
get a permanent exemption from the Safe Water Act. 

This Affidavit is submitted in accordance with 10 C.F.R. Section 2.304(d) and 28 U.S.C. 
Section 1746. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

._ -rJ 
Sworn and subscribed to this ~ day of March, 2010. 

~pu~ /Jlet!t~ 
."y commission expires: 

September B. 2012 
My Commission Expires: _____ _ 

(SEAL) 
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CHERYL ANN McCLAIN 
SEAL NOTARY PUBUC 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

SEAL 
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